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Understanding the mechanisms that regulate gene expression during development is a major challenge
in science. In this issue of Developmental Cell, Amano and colleagues report that expression of Sonic
hedgehog (Shh) protein in the posterior mesenchyme of the mouse limb bud correlates with a long-range
chromatin interaction with enhancer MFCS1 and looping of the Shh locus from its chromosome
territory (CT).The activation of specific gene expres-
sion programs during development and
cellular differentiation is the result of intri-
cate regulatory networks. At the most
basic level, gene expression is controlled
through the action of DNA regulatory
elements and the factors that specifically
bind to them. Eukaryotic genes contain
complex arrays of specific sequences that
combine more commonly shared core
promoter elements with largely different
gene-specific cis elements, called en-
hancers. Both sequences are necessary
to define cell-specific expression patterns
through the recruitment of the general
transcriptional machinery, including RNA
polymerase II (RNAPII), amultitudeof tran-
scription factors, and cofactors with chro-
matin-modifying activities. Enhancers are
elements that can increase transcrip-
tion irrespectively of their orientation and
position relative to transcription start sites
and can be located at considerable
distances from the genes they regulate
(Dillon and Sabbattini, 2000). Enhancer
function is thought to depend on long-
range interactions with promoters, medi-
ated by protein-protein interactions
between transcriptional activators bound
at either element, inducing the looping of
intervening sequences (Fraser and Bick-
more, 2007).
An additional layer of regulatory poten-
tial is generated by the nonrandom spatial
organization of the genome relative to
functional landmarks within the three-
dimensional (3D) nucleus. Chromosomes
occupy discrete domains, chromosome
territories (CTs), with preferred spatial
arrangements in different cell types (Par-ada et al., 2002; Tanabe et al., 2002).
Transcriptional activation can be accom-
panied by large-scale movements of
genomic regions containing the induced
genes from the interior to the exterior of
CTs (Morey et al., 2007; Volpi et al.,
2000). However, the relationship between
the position of genes in the interphase
nucleus and their state of activity remains
unclear.
In the manuscript by Amano et al.
(2009) in this issue of Developmental
Cell, the authors analyze the chromatin
architecture of the Shh locus during tran-
scriptional activation of the Shh gene
during limb bud development. They
have previously shown that an element,
MFCS1, located 1 Mbp downstream of
Shh, acts as an enhancer and is required
for Shh expression in the limb buds, as
MFCS1 deletion (DMFCS1) compromised
Shh expression and the normal develop-
ment of limb buds (Sagai et al., 2005).
Using wild-type (WT) and DMFCS1
mutant embryos, the authors then investi-
gated the influence of the MFCS1
enhancer on RNA expression levels of
several genes surrounding the enhancer
(Rnf32, Lmbr1, GM1040, Mnx1; Fig-
ure 1A). As only Shh expression was
affected, and the genomic region
between Shh gene and the enhancer
MFCS1 is gene poor (Sagai et al., 2005),
the authors concluded that MFCS1 works
as a specific Shh enhancer. It remains
possible that genes such as Prr8 and
Cnpy1, which are in close proximity to
Shh, may also be influenced by MFCS1
deletion. To assess whether MFCS1 func-
tion correlated with a direct interactionDevelopmental Cellwith the Shh gene by looping, the authors
performed 3D-FISH experiments using
Shh-expressing cells isolated from the
posterior mesenchyme, also called the
zone of polarizing activity (ZPA), within
the developing limb bud (Sagai et al.,
2005). The Shh gene and the genomic
region containing MFCS1 colocalized in
a small percentage of cells (18%) at
the resolution afforded by confocal fluo-
rescence microscopy. Such association
seems to be functionally relevant as the
Shh gene and MFCS1 region became
separated in the ZPA at E12.5, when
Shh is turned off. The interaction was also
confirmed with chromosomal conforma-
tion capture (3C) assays comparing
limb bud and forebrain tissue, both ex-
pressing Shh, with distal tips of the tail
buds and E12.5 limb bud tissue, where
Shh is not expressed. The 3C interaction
detected between Shh and the MFCS1
region in expressing tissues, but not in
nonexpressing ones (Figure 1B), suggests
a functional link between Shh expression
and the interaction. Combined RNA- and
DNA-FISH experiments support the idea
that proximity between Shh gene and
MFCS1 is a key event for the expression
of Shh in the limb buds, as sites of Shh
transcription, marked by the presence of
Shh pre-mRNA, colocalized significantly
with the MFCS1 region. No colocalization
was seen between Shh pre-mRNA and
an unrelated region located 1 Mb down-
stream of Shh. To test whether Shh
silencing is accompanied by a separation
between the Shh and MFCS1 regions,
the authors investigated the extent of
colocalization in DMFCS1 mutant ZPA16, January 20, 2009 ª2009 Elsevier Inc. 9
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Figure 1. 3D Chromatin Regulation of Shh Expression
(A) Genomic context of the Shh gene on murine chromosome 5. The Shh gene is separated from the MFCS1 enhancer by approximately 1 Mbp.
(B and C) Models depicting the correlation between Shh expression and a long-range chromatin interaction involving the Shh promoter and the MFCS1 enhancer
(B), and betweenShh expression and an increased looping of theShh locus from its territory (C), both occurring in approximately one-fifth ofShh-expressing cells.embryonic cells and in WT cells from the
anterior mesenchyme regions. Surpris-
ingly, Shh and MFCS1 genomic regions
were still associated in these nonexpress-
ingcells. Theauthorsargue that (1) MFCS1
per se does not seem to be required for
the interaction between the Shh gene and
the MFCS1 region; and, most importantly,
(2) the interaction between the MFCS1
element and the Shh gene is unlikely to
be a key event for Shh expression. The
MFCS1 element must act via a different
mechanism for Shh expression in the
specific cell subpopulation of the ZPA.
An investigation of locus looping from its
CT in expressing, nonexpressing, and
DMFCS1mutant cells showed that activa-
tion of Shh is accompanied by its looping
out from its CT in a small subpopulation
of cells (17%; Figure 1C), as previously
identified for the Hox genes, and that
MFCS1 is required for the looping. But
what is the relationship between the posi-10 Developmental Cell 16, January 20, 2009tion of the Shh gene relative to its CT and
the state of activity? Although gene
activation can correlate with de novo
association of genes with transcription
factories (Fraser and Bickmore, 2007), it
remains unclear whether protrusion of
induced loci relative to their CTs is
essential for gene association with tran-
scription factories. In fact, transcription
factories are ubiquitously present
throughout CTs (Branco and Pombo,
2006), raising the possibility that associa-
tions with other nuclear domains, such
as splicing speckles (Chuang and
Belmont, 2007), might be more impor-
tant.
The mechanism and the functionality of
CT looping is one of the most intriguing
questions in nuclear architecture and
gene regulation. Large-scale gene reposi-
tioning is often observed in only a small
subpopulation of cells. It is still unclear
whether these phenomena reflect lociª2009 Elsevier Inc.that move back and forth relative to CTs
in an asynchronous, dynamic way within
all the cells of the population, or whether
repositioning is stochastic and occurs in
only a fraction of cells. Thework byAmano
et al. highlights how gene repositioning
within the cell nucleus and higher-
order chromatin folding could be key
events by which gene regulation is finely
tuned and developmental expression
profiles are established within discrete
cell populations.
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